
 

 

 

 

BOYS Kit 

 
   

Compulsaroy item of kit 
+Perfect for both indoor 
and outdoor practical 

performance 

Recommended item of kit 
+Ideal for practical 

performace both indoor 
and outdoor 

Alternative item of kit instead 
of the track suit bottoms 

+ student could be cold in the 
winter months  

Optional item of kit. A 
plain navy blue t shirt 

that is not branded 
may be purchased 

instead 
Girls Kit 

 
  

 

 

 
Compulsaroy item of kit 
+Perfect for both indoor 
and outdoor practical 

performance 

Superb item of kit.  
+High quality  

+ Perfect for both indoor 
and outdoor lessons. 

+ if this item is purchased it 
is not necessary to 

purchase the oasis shorts 

Alternative kit to the Oasis PE 
Leggins.  

+ Plain blue or black leggins 
that are not see through or 

shinny can be purchased  
+ If alternative leggins are 
purchased then the oasis 
school shorts must also be 

purchased and worn over the 
top 

Optional item of kit. A 
plain navy blue t shirt 

that is not branded 
may be purchased 

instead 



 

Boys Kit maximum costs Boys kit minimum cost Girls kit maximum cost Girls kit minimum cost 

Long sleeve tracksuit top 
£18 

Long sleeve tracksuit top 
£18 

Long sleeve tracksuit top  
£18 

Long sleeve tracksuit 
top £18 

Tracksuit bottoms £19.50 Shorts £10 Leggings from Zutti £17 Shorts from zutti £10 

Total cost £37.50 Total cost £28 Total cost £35 Total cost £28 

 

Items to note. 

+ It is important to note that items from Zutti have been quality assured by the PE department.  

+ A plain dark blue T shirt will be needed to wear under the long sleeve tracksuit top. This item is 

available from Zutti with the school logo however it is acceptable to purchase plain dark blue T Shirts 

from other outlets as long as they are not branded.  

+ Branded sportswear is not acceptable. Students who purchase branded items of clothing will not 

be able to wear them for the lesson and will receive a sanction. 

+ Plain Blue or black sports socks must be worn with PE kit. The socks worn for the lesson must not 

be the same socks they have been wearing through the school day.  

+ It is acceptable to wear any form of sports trainer. As pupils will have lessons both indoor and 

outdoor it is recommended that a trainer with good support is purchased. Football boots with a 

moulded stud (no metal tips or blades) can be used on the Astro Turf but this item of kit is not 

essential. There is no expectation on the colour of trainer.    

+ Items such as shin pads, gum shields or any other sports related equipment is not necessary for PE 

lessons.  School team players may need additional items of kit such as Shin Pads for football but 

these items can be purchased at a later stage.  

+ Kit for dance students remains the same as last year. It is now acceptable to wear the track suit top 

for dance rather than the T shirt. 

 


